
4 Schlafzimmer Appartement zu verkaufen in Lanjaron, Granada

Part of our Exclusive Collection.
Welcome to Piso Espejo! This centrally located apartment in Lanjaron offers convenience and ample space for various
purposes. Situated in a prime area, the flat is easily accessible thanks to the presence of a lift, ensuring easy
movement within the building.
As you enter the apartment, you'll notice its favourable layout and generous amount of space. With four well-
proportioned rooms, you have the flexibility to utilize them as bedrooms, office spaces, or any other functional areas
that suit your needs. 
Piso Espejo features two bathrooms, providing added convenience and privacy for residents and guests alike. The
separate kitchen is another notable feature, allowing you to prepare meals and store groceries efficiently. The kitchen
opens up to a private patio, presenting a delightful outdoor space where you can cultivate plants or enjoy a relaxing
evening surrounded by greenery.
Additionally, the apartment boasts a long balcony that faces south, overlooking the bustling main street. This
orientation grants you the opportunity to bask in the warm sunlight and enjoy the atmosphere of the surrounding
area. The balcony offers an inviting setting where you can soak up the sun's rays, savor a cup of coffee, or simply
unwind after a long day.
In summary, Piso Espejo presents a spacious and adaptable living environment in a highly accessible location.
Don't miss the chance to make this charming apartment your own and experience the best that Lanjaron has to offer.
For more information call now on 0034 634 166 668. We do not charge a buyer's fee, which means that you can save
up to 5% of the purchase price on your buying costs, Contact us for more information about this.

  Videotour ansehen   4 Schlafzimmer   2 Badezimmer
  Outside Space - Patio   Outside Space - Balcony   Mains Electric
  Has Accessibility Features   Chain Free   Has Electricity
  Has Fibre Optic

75.000€
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